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I. INTRODUCTION 

This background discussion provides the reader with a comprehensive

analysis of changing job quality in the 1980s. What is the balance

between "good" jobs and "bad" jobs? How good are "good" jobs, and how

widespread are they? How bad are "bad" jobs and how prevalent are

they? As family members seek new opportunities, they lack an overall

picture of what kind of rewards (or lack of rewards) the labor market now

offers. Are all the available jobs dead-end positions behind a checkout

counter? Are there good jobs somewhere? Working people know too

well the difficulties of their own positions. This discussion offers a

broader view of whether recent changes have made their long-term

opportunities better or worse.

These are important political questions, to which many researchers and

observers have radically different answers. Some, such as the authors of

the widely-discussed Workforce 2000 report, argue that economic and

technological changes are decreasing the demand for many low-skill jobs,

and strengthening the demand for high-skill (and presumably highly-paid)

workers.1 For them, the future is rosy and society needs primarily to

ensure that workers have adequate technical skills to meet the new

demand. Others, such as researchers at the Economic Policy Institute,

have argued that this "upskilling" is exaggerated and most new jobs are

poor quality and low-paying. They argue strongly that the future will not

be brighter unless society acts to improve the job quality as well as job

training.2

"Declining Middle," based on a very careful analysis of changes in jobs,

arrives at a conclusion somewhere in the middle, though inclined toward

the less optimistic position. Texas Interfaith comes to the conclusion that

This background discussion is based primarily on a detailed analysis of labor market

changes by economists Maury Gittleman and David Howell. We thank David Howell for

his generosity with his research, time, and comments.
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both positions are partially true: the last decade's changes have

improved somewhat the quality of a substantial percentage of the labor

market's offerings and have dramatically worsened most others. Based

on the research presented here, the author judges that approximately 40

percent of the movement in the labor market represents a trend toward

better jobs, and 60 percent toward worse jobs.

In addition to this judgment, "Declining Middle" raises a concern that goes

beyond the "better/worse" debate. The labor market of the late 1970s

was really divided into not just two tiers of "good" and "bad" jobs, but

three tiers of best, worst, and middle-quality jobs, each comprising

approximately one-third of the labor market. Perhaps the last decade's

most serious impact on families' opportunities has been the dramatic

erosion of "middle" quality jobs. Without this broad tier of middle quality

jobs, the American Dream will be less and less attainable for ordinary

working families. Rather than a society in which a broad middle class

connects those with the highest and lowest rewards, American society will

become one in which an increasingly large gulf separates them.

Furthermore, "Declining Middle" will open a discussion of how almost all

jobs -- even poor quality jobs -- are demanding higher education

credentials than the middle-quality jobs of the previous generation. The

economic changes of the last decade thus pose a double challenge for

American families with limited education credentials: not only do they

encounter relatively fewer middle quality jobs demanding minimal

education credentials, but they find they lack the necessary credentials

for even poor quality jobs.3

In the following discussion, we first examine the declining share of jobs in

the "middle" of the hierarchy of job quality. We then examine the

changes in the jobs which are both better and worse. We discuss the

increasing tendency for even poor quality jobs to demand higher

education credentials than middle-quality jobs did previously. We look

also at the impacts of the changes on the 1980s on the prospects of

various ethnic/gender demographic groups. Finally, we discuss the

implications of these developments for families and public policy.

II. THE DECLINING "MIDDLE" OF JOBS

The fundamental component of the American Dream for many working

families has been the large numbers of semi-skilled jobs in factories and

offices, such as assembly line work in leading industries, machine repair,

bookkeeping, drafting, lower level supervisory work, secretarial work in

certain industries, and so on. These jobs offered people with little formal

education incomes sufficient to raise families, a certain amount of

Draft for comment only. Not for quotation.
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stability, opportunities for advancement, health insurance, pensions, and

(frequently) access to jobs for their children.

Jobs such as these lay in the broad "middle" of the continuum of jobs

stretching from the least skilled and least-rewarded, such as janitorial

work, general office help, unskilled construction, and assembly work in

small firms, to the most skilled and most rewarded, such as professional,

technical, and executive positions. There was a widely-understood

assumption that each step of this implicit hierarchy of jobs demanded

incrementally higher skills and education credentials, generally

compensating their occupants with incrementally higher rewards of

income, benefits, security, and status. Oftentimes mid-level jobs, such as

craft, supervisory and mid-management positions, created paths of

promotion from lower levels of the hierarchy to higher levels.

This "middle" portion of jobs is now declining. Job quality is becoming

more polarized, as jobs on average in the contemporary economy tend to

offer either slightly higher or much lower rewards than 10 years ago. The

jobs which traditionally offered mid-level rewards are becoming an

increasingly smaller percentage of the total number of jobs; in addition,

the remaining mid-level jobs offer lower rewards than they did 10 years

ago.

In a comprehensive analysis of the changes in jobs over the 1980s,

economists Maury Gittleman and David Howell found that jobs tend to sort

out into three tiers distinguished job quality.4 Their analysis confirmed an

important economic theory that the labor market is "segmented" into three

distinct sub-markets, each of which offers very different types of jobs.

• The poorest jobs are found in a "secondary" labor market and

are often low-paying, unstable, and dead-end (though not

necessarily unskilled). These include jobs for janitors, unskilled

construction workers, retail sales clerks, nursery school

teachers, child care workers, and restaurants workers.

Employers make minimal commitments to employees.

• The best jobs are found in an "independent primary" labor

market. They include the jobs of lawyers, engineers, top-level

management, doctors, and top-level sales. These jobs offer not

only substantial rewards in terms of income, benefits, and

security, but substantial discretion, autonomy, and status.

• Mid-level jobs are found in a "subordinate primary" labor

market, and include manufacturing jobs in unionized industries

and much mid-level office work in larger companies. These

Draft for comment only. Not for quotation.
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jobs offer substantial incomes, benefits, and stability, but little

autonomy on the job.

In their analysis of changes in the distribution of jobs, Gittleman and

Howell found a substantial decline in the share of middle-level jobs from

1979-1988. The share of middle-quality jobs shrank from over one-third

to less than 30 percent of the jobs market in under a decade.
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Gittleman and Howell found that the decline of these jobs from 33.7 to

29.2 percent of all jobs was a long-term, structural change. This decline

was steady, occurring both during the period from 1979 to 1983, in which

the economy experienced two major recessions, and during the

expansion of 1983-1988. If the share of "middle class" jobs were to

continue to shrink at this rate, they would represent less than 20 percent

of all jobs by the year 2001. Rather than forming a broad, middle third of

the job market, these jobs -- the backbone of middle class and working

families -- would comprise less than a fifth of the total market.

This national trend of a "declining middle" confirms a similar observation

of an important regional economy in Texas. Professor Robert Wilson of

the LBJ School of Public Affairs analyzed industry-level wage data for

Bexar County and San Antonio, finding that while total employment grew

by 30 percent from 1980 to 1989, employment in industries offering mid-

level earnings grew only 17 percent. Bexar County added 112,500 jobs in

the 1980s, but only 19,450 were in industries offering between $13,500

and $22,500 a year, such as miscellaneous manufacturing, construction,

and printing and publishing. Some 45,230 jobs, or about 40 percent of

the total, were in low-wage industries such as tourism, retailing, and

Draft for comment only. Not for quotation.
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entertainment. The remaining 47,800 net new jobs were in industries

such as health care, professional services, and federal government.5

A closer look at the jobs in the middle tier by Gittleman and Howell found

that they tended to sort into two roughly equivalent groupings -- what the

researchers called "high-wage blue collar" jobs and "routine white collar"

jobs. These jobs became relatively more scarce in the 1980s, as both
better and worse jobs became more numerous. In 1979, these "high-
wage blue collar" jobs and "routine white collar" jobs represented 33.7
percent of all jobs; by 1988, both categories had shrunk.6

Chart

Decline of Middle Tier Jobs Groupings, 1979-1988
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The "high wage blue collar" jobs are those often thought to be the

backbone of the American Dream for working people. This grouping

consisted of jobs such as drivers of heavy trucks, specialized machine

operators in metals manufacturing, and precision workers.7 About half

were in manufacturing. In 1979 they offered a median income of $24,500.

(in 1988 dollars).9 These jobs, on average, required less than a high

school education. In 1979, over half were unionized, over 60 percent

provided pensions, and 80 percent provided health insurance -- an even

higher percentage than higher income jobs found in the top grouping of

"best" jobs. They experienced moderate stability, with somewhat high

levels of unemployment (5.9 percent) and involuntary part-time work (2.0

percent). Not surprisingly, seventy percent of the workers in these jobs

were white males.9

The "routine white collar jobs" have also been very important to families

and especially to women in the paid labor force. This grouping included

jobs such as nurses, dietitians, bank tellers, typists in the financial

services sector, and vehicle equipment mechanics in retail sectors,

Draft for comment only. Not for quotation.
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among others. In 1979, they had a median income of $15,800.10 They

required on average about a year of education beyond high school.

Nearly two-thirds of these jobs offered health insurance (62.7 percent)

and just under half offered pensions (46.2 percent). They were more

stable than the high wage blue collar jobs, having a lower rate of

involuntary part-time employment.

Not only has the proportion of these jobs shrunk, but their quality has

deteriorated as well. The median income of the "high-wage blue collar"

jobs declined in real terms by 1988 from approximately $24,500 to

$22,400.11 The income of the "routine white collar" jobs remained

stagnant, with a median income of $15,900 in 1988.12 Twenty to twenty

five percent more workers were working part-time involuntarily at the end

of the decade.13 Union representation in the high-wage blue collar jobs

dropped dramatically, from 54.6 percent to 38.3 percent.14 Health

insurance coverage declined in both groupings.15

III. NEW JOBS, HIGHER DEMANDS, LOWER REWARDS

As "middle class" jobs became scarcer and poorer in quality, changes in

the upper and lower tiers of the labor market offered mixed prospects for

families. While the American economy created 18.5 million net new jobs

on non-farm payrolls between 1979 and 1989, most of these jobs were

either of the best or poorest quality.16 A substantial percentage of these

new jobs were "good jobs," offering high levels of income and benefits.

However, most new jobs were of poor quality, offering low incomes, few

benefits, and often only part-time hours.

To make matters even worse, not only do these poorer jobs offer lower

pay and working conditions than "middle class" jobs, but they demand

higher education levels. More and more Americans face the difficult

dilemma of no longer finding the middle-quality jobs appropriate to their

skills, yet discovering that even poor quality jobs demand higher levels of

education credentials than they possess.

The following discussion examines each of these changes in the labor

market in turn: growth in "good" jobs, growth in "poor" jobs, and changes

in the demand for education credentials.

A. Growth in "good" jobs

Gittleman and Howell found that between 1979 and 1988, jobs which

offered good incomes and substantial opportunities for personal and

professional satisfaction grew from 30.9 percent of all jobs to 32.8

percent. This represents approximately two-fifths of the 4.5 percentage

point share lost by the "middle class" jobs. The researchers described
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these jobs as the "independent primary" sector because of their higher

incomes and responsibility, and found that they sorted into two broad

groupings: "private professional, managerial, and sales" jobs and "public"

jobs.17

0 Private Professions

0 Public

0 Middle Tier

0 Poorest Jobs
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The "private professional" jobs in 1979 had the highest median income of

any grouping -- approximately $28,400 (in 1988 dollars), and included

jobs such as insurance sales representatives, retail managers, marketing

managers, accountants, architects, construction supervisors, and retail

sales supervisors. These jobs had the lowest percentage of involuntary

part-time employment and had marginally lower levels of health insurance

and pension benefits than the high wage blue collar jobs. Not

surprisingly, two-thirds of the workers in this sector were white males.18

The high quality "public" jobs, which included jobs such as public school

teachers, police and fire personnel, and mail carriers offered in 1979 a

median income of $24,600 (in 1988 dollars). Three-quarters offered

pension benefits (75.9 percent) -- the highest level of any grouping of

jobs. Nearly three-quarters offered health insurance benefits (73.4

percent).19 Their pay and working conditions were roughly comparable to

those of high wage blue collar jobs, the chief distinction being a higher

average level of education -- almost four years of college compared to

less than a high school diploma. Interestingly, the distribution of these

jobs was roughly equal between men and women and much more

proportional among whites, blacks, and Hispanics than other groupings.29

In the 1980s, these two groupings of good jobs sustained their overall

quality, though in different ways. The good quality private sector jobs

experienced substantial growth, increasing their share of total jobs from
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19.6 percent in 1979 to 21.8 percent in 1988; however, their median

income remained stagnant at somewhat more than $28,000.21 Their

health insurance coverage fell, though not as much as other groupings.

The share of good quality public sector jobs remained constant at about

11 percent, but their median income increased to $25,600, a small but

significant increase from $24,600 in 1979: none of the other five

groupings identified by Gittleman and Howell saw their median income

increase during the decade.

B. Growth in "poor" lobs

The share of poorest jobs in the economy grew the most, from 35.5

percent of all jobs in 1979 to 37.9 percent in 1988, or about three-fifths of

the share lost by the "middle class" jobs. Gittleman and Howell call this

tier the "secondary" labor market, a term which many economists use to

describe jobs which are low-paying, unstable, and dead-end.

Chart

Change in Poorest Jobs, 1979-1988
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They found that these jobs broke into two groupings, which they called

"low wage blue collar" jobs and "contingent" jobs. 22 "Low wage blue

collar" jobs offered incomes of about $13,300, and included jobs such as

lower level health service workers, machine operators in the textile

industry, construction laborers, carpenters, food service workers, painters

and roofers, cooks, and janitors. These jobs had the lowest education

level. Barely over half offered health insurance (52.1 percent) few offered

pension benefits (18.6 percent).23

"Contingent" jobs were the poorest in terms of pay and working conditions

of the six groupings. These were often part-time or temporary jobs, and

offered a median income of only $7,500, primarily because of less-than-
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full-time hours of work. They included jobs such as retail cashiers,

waiters, machine operators in the apparel industry, maids, and retail

salespersons in the hardware sector.24

"Contingent" jobs experienced the largest growth of the six sectors,

growing from 14.8 percent of total jobs to 17.5 percent, an increase of 2.7

percentage points. Despite this growth, their quality deteriorated more

than any other sector: real incomes dropped from $7,600 to $5,800

(primarily because of more part-time hours of work); health insurance

coverage dropped more than among middle class jobs; and involuntary

part-time work increased from 6.9 percent to 9.1 percent.25

Similarly, the quality of "low wage blue collar" jobs deteriorated, although

their share remained constant at about 20 percent. Real income dropped

to $10,700; involuntary part-time work increased by the largest

percentage, from 4.6 percent to 6.7 percent; health insurance coverage

declined more than among middle class jobs.26

In general then, changes in the 1980s did not offer much good news for

working families. The middle tier jobs they depended on declined as a

percentage of total jobs, and the income and benefits of those that

remained declined as well. Within the middle tier, the grouping of "high-

wage blue collar" jobs suffered the most, while the grouping of "routine

white collar" jobs stagnated. Most new jobs were found in the poor

quality, "secondary" labor market, both of whose groupings declined

dramatically in income and quality. In fact, the worst jobs had the worst

decline of income, even as they grew faster than any other grouping.

E:

Chart

Changes in Income, 1979 to 1988
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C. Demand for higher education credentials

Most jobs in 1989 -- including poor quality jobs — demanded higher levels

of education credentials than the middle-quality jobs that had supported

middle class living standards in 1980. Families at the end of the 1980s
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found that they must secure higher education credentials to seek not only

better jobs, but often worse jobs than those they counted on at the

beginning of the 1980s.

The middle-quality jobs of 1980 demanded on average approximately a

high school education. The "high wage blue-collar" jobs demanded only

11.4 years of education and the "routine white collar" jobs demanded 12.8

years of education. By 1989, however, the credentials demanded by

these jobs in these groupings had increased somewhat to 11.8 and 13.1

years, respectively. Consequently, families needed to increase their

investments in education if they hoped to secure middle-level jobs.

Independent

Primary

Chart

Years of Education of Job Groupings, 1980 and 1989
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However, as discussed earlier; the relative share of middle-quality jobs

declined in the 1980s. The best-quality jobs, whose growth in relative

share accounted for approximately two-fifths of the decline of the middle-

quality jobs, had always demanded higher education credentials. The

"independent primary" jobs in 1989 demanded on average almost three

years more education than the "high-wage blue collar" jobs had in 1980

and one year more than the "routine white collar" jobs. "Public" jobs

demanded in 1989 over four years more of education than the "high-wage

blue collar" jobs in 1980 and over three years more than the "routine

white collar jobs."27

To make matters worse, even many poor quality jobs by 1989 demanded

higher education levels. Jobs in the "contingent" grouping, which offered

the worst income and working conditions and had grown the most,

demanded in 1989 two-thirds of a year more education on average than

the high quality "high wage blue collar" jobs in 1980. "Low-wage blue-

collar" jobs in 1989 required the same education level as high-wage blue-

collar jobs in 1980.

Consequently, many working families faced a triple dilemma at the end of

the 1980s: First, the education credentials demanded by middle-level

jobs increased. Second, the relative share of middle-quality jobs dropped

dramatically, forcing more to compete for jobs in either the poor quality or
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best quality tiers of the labor market, confronting families with new

demands for education credentials. Third, not only did the best quality

jobs in 1989 demand higher education credentials than the middle-quality

jobs a decade earlier, but so did many of the poorest-quality jobs.

D. Worsening Prospects of Black and Hispanic Men

The changes of the 1980s had varying impacts on different demographic

groups, worsening especially the prospects of minority men. White

women were the only group to unambigously advance. Minority women

and white men saw their prospects change roughly in proportion to the

overall changes of the labor market.

Black and Hispanic men suffered a dramatic shift from mid-quality to the

poorest jobs. Both groups were concentrated in the secondary labor

market at the beginning of the decade, and became more concentrated

during the 1980s. The prospects of Hispanic men suffered the most, as

their percentage in both the mid-quality and best jobs declined markedly.

By 1988, well over half of Hispanic men were concentrated in the

secondary labor market.28
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Black men suffered almost as bad a decline in their fortunes. A slightly

larger percentage found work in the best jobs, but a much larger

percentage shifted from mid-quality jobs shifted downward to the

secondary labor market. 29 By the end of the decade, just under half of

employed black men worked in the poorest jobs.
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Decline of Black Men from Mid-Quality to Poorest Jobs, 1979-1988
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White women were the only of the six ethnic/gender groups whose

fortunes rose dramatically in the 1980s. Their declining percentage in

mid-quality jobs was matched by a rise into the best jobs:30

Rise of White Women from Mid-Quality to Best Jobs, 1979-1988
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The other three ethnic/gender demographic groups -- White men, Black

women, and Hispanic women -- began from radically different positions in

the labor market, but experienced shifts from mid-quality employment

roughly comparable to, or perhaps slightly better than, the overall shift.
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In each case, approximately 40 to 60 percent of the group's decline from

mid-quality jobs was matched by a rise into the best quality jobs.31

Decline of White Men from Mid-Quality Jobs, 1979-1988
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Decline of Hispanic Women from Mid-Quality Jobs, 1979-1988
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CONCLUSION 

The analysis presented in this discussion raises several serious issues

for those concerned with the well-being of working families.

• The economy is creating a relatively larger percentage of the best-

quality jobs, but significant barriers stand between these jobs and

occupants of middle-quality jobs. The research presented here

suggests that those aspiring to move from the declining tier of middle-

quality jobs to the growing tier of best-quality jobs face an education

gap of one-and-a-half to four years of additional education. Most

education opportunities for adults already in the workforce will not

finance education for that extended a period. A strategy of upskilling

workers will require significant investments from families and those

public and private institutions which help support education and

training.

• Although the economy created relatively more good-quality jobs in the

1980s, it created even more poor quality jobs. If this generation is still

to enjoy the American Dream's promise of hard work being rewarded

by increasing incomes, security, and dignity, society will have to

intervene to address directly the quality and rewards of work. The

workers in more jobs will encounter greater difficulties in raising a

family, unless effective wage levels rise through income supplements

such as the Earned Income Tax Credit or through increased wages

and minimum wages. Similarly, efforts to ensure access to health care
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will have to contend with the trend for fewer jobs to offer health

insurance.

• The relative decline of middle-quality jobs is a concern in itself, for it

portends a bigger gulf between the poorest and other jobs. Those in

poor quality jobs had more opportunities to advance than today. The

decline of middle-quality jobs, as well as the education gap between

most working people and the best jobs, leaves more people without

hopes of incremental advancement. This decline creates a demand

for both public and private institutions to re-shape jobs to ensure

advancement as rewards for hard work.

• This research also raises serious concerns about the distribution of

bad-quality jobs. It raises the importance of public jobs as equitable

distribution and make public job creation more important.

• The rapidly deteriorating fortunes of minority men raises additional

concerns for efforts to create viable two-parent families in many

communities. These communities will demand special attention.
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